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                  is a high quality DC motor driven actuator designed from the start to be the very 
best product available for turnout or signal control in any modelling scale from N to O...  

                  is compact, strong and smooth in operation: It is less than 50% of the size of its 
nearest competitor yet is far more powerful. Thanks to careful design it is quiet and incredibly smooth. 

                  is equally at home on DC or DCC layouts:  Compact, strong, versatile and nearly 
silent, Cobalt uses only the very best quality materials and we are so confident in its ability and 
long term reliability that we have awarded it a lifetime warranty. Cobalt DCC is now available too! 

                      is easily installed any modelling scale and wired without soldering: By using the 
unique Installation template (available separately) pilot holes can be drilled from above the base-
board for perfect installation. Wiring is a dream with no need for a soldering iron...  

                   has a low current draw and very, very versatile control options: Cobalt is very 
happy with a simple 9~12v regulated DC plug pack and draws less than 20mA. Control is very 
versatile too & you can use almost any switch type or most DCC Accessory decoders. (see our 
easy to read and well illustrated colour manual available free at www.dccconcepts.com) 

NEW LOWER PRICING - See www.gaugemaster.com 
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